This paper assesses whether two popular accounting-based measures, Altman's (1968) Z-Score and Ohlson's (1980) O-Score, effectively summarize publicly-available information about the probability of bankruptcy. We compare the relative information content of these Scores to a market-based measure of the probability of bankruptcy that we develop based on the Black-Scholes-Merton option-pricing theory, BSM-P rob. Our tests show that BSM-P rob provides significantly more information than either of the two accounting-based measures. This finding is robust to various modifications of Z-Score and O-Score, including updating the coefficients, making industry adjustments, and decomposing the Score variables into their lagged levels and changes. We recommend that researchers use BSM-P rob instead of Z-Score and O-Score in their studies.
Introduction
Academics in the fields of accounting and finance have actively studied bankruptcy prediction since the work of Beaver (1966 Beaver ( , 1968 and Altman (1968) . With few exceptions, this literature has relied on accounting-based measures as the predictor variables. More recent studies have used proxies for the probability of bankruptcy (PB) as an independent variable rather than as the dependent variable. These latter studies frequently obtain their PB proxies from the existing bankruptcy prediction literature, and hence, have relied on accounting-based measures. Many of these studies have used composite measures that statistically combine several different accounting variables, with Altman's (1968) Z-Score and an O-Score derived from Ohlson's (1980) Model 1 being the most popular.
1 This paper assesses the performance of these accounting-based composite measures in explaining the cross-sectional variation in the actual probability of bankruptcy. 2 We compare their performance to a market-based PB measure that is derived from the Black-Scholes-Merton option-pricing model.
There are several reasons to question the effectiveness of PB measures that are based on accounting data. While PB estimates are statements about future events, the financial statements are designed to measure past performance, and thus, may not be very informative about the future status of the firm. Financial statements are formulated under the going-concern principle, which assumes that firms will not go bankrupt. Thus, their ability to accurately and reliably assess the probability of bankruptcy will be limited by design.
Additionally, the conservatism principle often causes asset values to be understated relative to their market values, particularly for fixed assets and intangibles. Downward-biased asset valuations will cause accounting-based leverage measures to be overstated. These aspects of the accounting system will limit the performance of any accounting-based PB measure.
Another important deficiency of accounting-based bankruptcy prediction models is their failure to incorporate a measure of asset volatility. Volatility is a crucial variable in bankruptcy prediction because it captures the likelihood that the value of the firm's assets will decline to such an extent that the firm will be unable to repay its debts. Ceteris paribus, the probabil-1 ity of bankruptcy is increasing with volatility. Two firms with identical leverage ratios can have substantially different PBs depending on their asset volatilities. Therefore, volatility is an important omitted variable in both the Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) bankruptcy prediction models.
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The stock market provides an alternative and potentially superior source of information regarding PB because it aggregates information from the financial statements as well as from other sources. While the potential for market-based variables to provide information about PB has long been recognized (Beaver (1968) ), one difficulty with this approach has been how to extract the PB-related information from market prices. As noted previously in the accounting literature (Cheung (1991) , Dhaliwal, Lee, and Fargher (1992) ), option-pricing models provide a natural starting point. Based on the approach developed by Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1974) (BSM), the firm's equity can be viewed as a call option on the value of the firm's assets. When the value of the assets is below the face value of liabilities (i.e., the strike price), the call option is left unexercised, and the bankrupt firm is turned over to its debtholders. As discussed in Section 2, the probability of bankruptcy is embedded the BSM option-pricing model. We refer to our empirical estimate of this probability as the "Black-Scholes-Merton Probability of Bankruptcy" (BSM-P rob). The primary variables used to estimate BSM-P rob are the market value of equity, the standard deviation of equity returns, and total liabilities.
The main advantages of using option-pricing models in bankruptcy prediction are that they provide guidance about the theoretical determinants of bankruptcy risk and they supply the necessary structure to extract bankruptcy-related information from market prices. These potential benefits come at the cost of relying on the models' simplifying assumptions, many of which do not hold in practice. These assumptions can introduce errors and biases into the resulting PB estimates. We discuss how violations of these assumptions are likely to impact the performance of BSM-P rob in Section 5. Another potential shortcoming of the optionbased approach is that the stock market may not efficiently impound all publicly-available information about PB into prices. In particular, prior studies suggest that the market does 2 not accurately reflect all of the information in the financial statements. Thus, whether a market-based PB measure derived from an option-pricing model or an accounting-based PB measure performs better is ultimately an empirical question.
In this paper, we empirically compare the performance of BSM-P rob to four accountingbased PB measures: Z-Score and O-Score using the original coefficients and Z-Score u and O-Score u using updated, but out-of-sample, coefficient estimates. Consistent with much of the prior literature, we examine each measure's ability to explain bankruptcy outcomes over the following year. Our sample consists of 78,100 firm-year observations and 756 initial bankruptcies during the 1980-2000 period. Unlike prior bankruptcy studies that rely on prediction-oriented tests to assess performance, we employ relative information content tests to compare the out-of-sample performance of the five PB measures. As discussed in Section 4.2, these tests use the log likelihood statistics associated with each PB measure to compare their information content. An important advantage of this approach is that it allows us to determine whether the differences in performance are statistically significant.
We estimate discrete hazard models to assess how well each PB measure fits the data and use Vuong (1989) tests to statistically compare the log likelihood statistics of the nonnested models. Our results from this analysis show that BSM-P rob contains significantly more information about the probability of bankruptcy (at the 1% level) than any of the accounting-based measures. A comparison of each model's pseudo-R 2 shows that BSM-P rob outperforms the original Z-Score and O-Score by 71% and 33%, respectively. BSM-P rob's pseudo-R 2 is also 20% larger than the psuedo-R 2 for the best accounting-based model (the updated O-Score u ). Our findings are robust to various decompositions of the accountingbased measures that are designed to improve their explanatory power. Overall, our results imply that studies using the Z-Score and/or O-Score may lack sufficient statistical power to yield reliable results. We provide a copy of the SAS program that calculates BSM-P rob in Appendix A.
As discussed above, asset volatility is an important determinant of the likelihood of bankruptcy and it is a key component of BSM-P rob. Furthermore, the absence of any 3 volatility measure in the accounting-based models likely leads to a substantial reduction in their performance as firms exhibit considerable cross-sectional variation in volatility (Campbell et al. (2001) ). In addition to asset volatility, the other primary component of BSM-P rob is a market-based leverage ratio. Although the Altman (1968) model includes a similar market-based leverage variable, both Z-Score and Z-Score u perform quite poorly. While not conclusive, we believe that these observatitions indicate that the asset volatility component of BSM-P rob is primarily responsible for its superior performance.
In addition to significantly outperforming the accounting-based measures, the theorybased BSM-P rob affords researchers significant flexibility in their research designs. This flexibility occurs because BSM-P rob is computed independently for any publicly-traded firm using a theoretically-derived equation. In contrast, accounting-based PB measures are computed using coefficients that are estimated in a first-stage regression. These coefficients are specific to the characteristics of the sample used in the regression (i.e., time horizon of the estimates, industry, accounting rules, etc.) and their generalizability to other samples is limited.
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The paper continues as follows: Section 2 develops BSM-P rob. Our sample selection and variable estimation procedures along with the descriptive statistics are reported in Section 3. Section 4 describes our research methodology; and the analyses and results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.
BSM and the Probability of Bankruptcy
An important observation in Merton (1974) is that equity can be viewed as a call option on the value of the firm's assets. Equity holders are the residual claimants to the firm's assets and are only subject to limited liability when the firm is bankrupt. Thus, the payoffs to equity mimic the payoffs for call options. Under the BSM framework, the strike price of the call option is equal to the face value of the firm's liabilities and the option expires at time T when the debt matures. 5 At time T , equity holders will exercise their option and 4 pay off the debtholders if the value of the firm's assets is greater than the face value of its liabilities. Otherwise, the equity holders will let their call option expire when the value of the assets is not sufficient to fully repay the firm's debts. In this case, the firm files for bankruptcy; ownership is assumed to be transferred costlessly to the debtholders, and the payoff for equity holders is zero. The probability of each outcome, of course, is an important determinant of the value of the call option, and these probabilities are embedded in the BSM model.
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The BSM equation for valuing equity as a European call option on the value of the firm's assets is given in eq. 1 below. This equation is modified for dividends and reflects that the stream of dividends paid by the firm accrue to the equity holders.
where N (d 1 ) and N (d 2 ) are the standard cumulative normal of d 1 and d 2 , respectively, and
and
V E is the current market value of equity; V A is the current market value of assets; X is the face value of debt maturing at time T ; r is the continuously-compounded risk-free rate; ± is the continuous dividend rate expressed in terms of V A , and ¾ A is the standard deviation of asset returns.
The dividend rate, ±, appears twice in the RHS of eq. 1. The V A e −±T term accounts for the fact that the value of the assets at time T will be reduced by the value of the dividends that are distributed up until time T . The addition of the (1 − e −±T )V A term is necessary because it is the equity holders that receive the dividends. This term equals zero when 5 ± = 0: This term does not appear in the traditional equation for valuing a call option on a dividend-paying stock because dividends do not accrue to option holders.
Under the BSM model, the probability of bankruptcy is simply the probability that the market value of assets, V A , is less than the face value of the liabilities, X, at time T (i.e., V A (T ) < X). The BSM model assumes that the natural log of future asset values is distributed normally as follows, where ¹ is the continuously-compounded expected return on assets:
As shown in McDonald (2002, p. 604) , the probability that V A (T ) < X is as follows:
Eq. 5 shows that the probability of bankruptcy is a function of the distance between the current value of the firm's assets and the face value of its liabilities
) relative to asset volatility (¾ A ). Note that the value of the call option in eq. 1 is not a function of ¹. Eq. 1 is derived under the assumption of risk-neutrality where all assets are expected to grow at the risk-free rate, and hence, only the risk-free rate enters into the call option equation. However, the probability of bankruptcy depends upon the actual distribution of future asset values, which is a function of ¹.
To empirically estimate BSM-P rob from eq. 5, we must estimate the market value of assets, V A , asset volatility, ¾ A , and the expected return on assets, ¹, since these values are not directly observable. As described below, we first simultaneously estimate V A and ¾ A , and then use these values to estimate ¹. Once these steps are completed, we use eq. 5 to calculate the probability of bankruptcy according to the BSM model.
In the first step, we estimate the values of V A and ¾ A by simultaneously solving the call option equation (eq. 1) and the optimal hedge equation
equal to the total market value of equity based on the closing price at the end of the firm's 6 fiscal year. ¾ E is computed using daily return data from CRSP over the entire fiscal year.
The strike price X is set equal to the book value of total liabilities, T equal to one year, and r is the one-year Treasury bill rate. The dividend rate, ±, is the sum of the prior year's common and preferred dividends divided by the approximate market value of assets, which is defined as total liabilities plus the market value of equity. 7 We use the SAS program in Appendix A to solve the two equations simultaneously for the two unknown variables, V A and ¾ A . The starting values are determined by setting V A equal to book value of liabilities plus the market value of equity and
. The iterative process uses a Newton search algorithm that ends when the pair of values solves both equations. In almost all cases, the process converges within five iterations.
In the second step, we estimate the expected market return on assets, ¹, based on the actual return on assets during the previous year. This process is based on the estimates of V A that were computed in the previous step. In many cases, the actual return on assets is negative. Since expected returns cannot be negative, we set the expected growth rate equal to the risk-free rate in these cases. 8 Thus, ¹(t) is calculated as follows:
where dividends is the sum of the common and preferred dividends declared during the year.
Finally, we use the values for V A , ¾ A , ¹, ±, T , and X to calculate BSM-P rob for each firm-year via eq. 5. To do this, we first calculate the value inside the parentheses in eq. 5. We then determine the probability of bankruptcy corresponding to this value using the standard normal distribution. Note that this procedure ensures that BSM-P rob is calculated on an ex ante basis so that BSM-P rob is always an out-of-sample estimate.
Several commercial vendors provide default probabilities based on option-pricing models, with KMV, LLC being the most well-known. Vassalou and Xing (2003) have also used a similar approach to examine whether the probability of default is a priced risk factor. While the basic approaches are all similar, the three implementations differ in several important (Delaney (1992) ). We do not include bankruptcies in 1979 in our sample since our tests are based on out-of-sample performance.
Consistent with the prior literature, we examine the probability of a firm's initial filing for bankruptcy and eliminate any observations for a firm after it has filed for bankruptcy during our sample period. We also limit our sample to industrial firms following Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) . Our final bankruptcy sample consists of 756 initial bankruptcies and is larger and more complete compared to previous studies. Early studies relied on small samples 8 due, in part, to the lower rate of bankruptcy filings that prevailed before the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978 (Delaney (1992) individual firms. Our larger sample should better reflect the actual composition of firms that were publicly traded during the sample period, thereby improving the accuracy of the coefficient estimates and increasing the power of our statistical tests relative to prior studies. These statistics show that even in the worst years, bankruptcy is a fairly rare event among publicly traded firms. The data indicate that the annual failure rates generally reflect the overall health of the economy, with relatively high rates during the recessions of the early 1980s and late 1990s and lower rates during the expansion years of the early and mid-1990s.
The bankruptcy rate also varies considerably by industry. Based on the Fama and French (1997) (2003)). Significant intervening changes in accounting rules will also have changed the original associations through differences in how the accounting variables are measured.
To allow for changes in the estimated coefficients over time, we also evaluate the performance of the Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) models using updated coefficients that are estimated using an expanding rolling window approach. For the first window, we estimate updated coefficients using firm-year observations from 1979 and bankruptcy outcomes The expanding rolling window approach results in 20 sets of updated coefficients for each accounting-based model. We refer to the PB measures using the updated coefficients as Z-Score u and O-Score u , respectively, and reserve Z-Score and O-Score for the original coefficients. The updated coefficients are presented in Table 2 . For expositional reasons, we only report one set of coefficients for each model that are estimated using the entire sample.
We report the actual coefficients from the original studies for comparability purposes. In Altman (1968) , PB is decreasing with the Z-Score, while PB is increasing with both the OScore and BSM-P rob. For expositional reasons, we change the signs of the original Altman parameter estimates so that the Z-Score is increasing with PB. Table 3 reports each bankruptcy measure in its probability form to facilitate the comparisons among the five PB measures. For BSM-P rob, this is just the value from eq. 5. For the accounting-based Scores, we use the logistic cumulative distribution function in eq. 7
Descriptive Statistics
(Section 4 below) to convert Scores into probabilities, where probability = ³ e Score 1+e Score´. While this transformation is not strictly correct for the original Z-Score, which was estimated using multiple discriminant analysis (MDA), McFadden (1976) shows that the MDA and logit approaches are closely related under normality assumptions. We refer to the probability implied by the original Z-Score and O-Score as Z-P rob and O-P rob. We use Z-P rob u and O-P rob u to indicate that the probability is based on the updated coefficients. Table 3 shows that the differences in the sample means and medians between the solvent and bankrupt firm-years are all in the expected direction and are all statistically significant at the 1% level. The trailing twelve-month economy-wide bankruptcy rate, AnnualRate, is significantly higher for the firms that declare bankruptcy over the following year compared to firms that remain solvent. This significant difference for AnnualRate supports its use as the baseline hazard proxy (see Section 4).
While the median estimate for BSM-P rob is essentially zero (0.01%) for the solvent firmyears, the mean estimate is substantially higher at 5.61%. This estimate is much higher than the average annual sample bankruptcy rate of 0.97% (Table 1) . This indicates that BSM-P rob may not be well-calibrated, at least for high PB firms, since it may overestimate the actual probability of bankruptcy. This could be due to three, non-exclusive reasons. First, our estimates implicitly assume that all of the firm's liabilities mature in one year. For most firms, this substantially underestimates the actual duration of the liabilities and can lead to higher BSM-P rob estimates. Second, many firms that might otherwise declare bankruptcy are either acquired or liquidated outside of the bankruptcy process. While such firms may meet an economic definition of bankruptcy, they are not classified as such in our sample since we rely on the legal definition of bankruptcy. Third, the BSM model assumes that asset returns are normally distributed. While analytically tractable, the normal distribution may not correspond to the actual distribution.
The summary statistics for the accounting-based PB estimates in Table 3 indicate that these models are not well-calibrated either. The mean and median Z-P rob and O-P rob values for solvent firms are all substantially greater than the historical average rate. The original coefficients in Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) were estimated using choice-based samples where the sample percentage of bankrupt observations exceeded the underlying population percentage. As Palepu (1986) and Zmijewski (1984) show, this type of sample selection process will lead to bankruptcy probability estimates that are inconsistent and biased upwards unless modified estimation procedures are used. While this bias will tend to inflate the PB estimates for Z-P rob and O-P rob, it will not effect Z-P rob u and O-P rob u because their coefficients are based on the entire sample population. Reflecting this lack of bias, the estimated values for Z-P rob u and O-P rob u appear to be more reasonable for the solvent firms with mean and median values near the historical bankruptcy rate. However, their mean and median values for the bankrupt firms are unreasonably low (between 1.20% and 2.66%). Although these probability estimates may not be well-calibrated, their ability to explain the variation in the actual probability of bankruptcy can still be high.
Pearson and Spearman correlations for the primary variables are presented in Table 4 .
All of the correlations are statistically significant at the 1% level. The variable, Bankrupt;
is an indicator variable that equals one if the firm declares bankruptcy in the four to sixteen months following its fiscal year end, and zero otherwise. The Spearman correlations in Table 4 show that BSM-P rob has a correlation of 0.11 with Bankrupt, which is equal to the correlation between O-P rob and Bankrupt. Interestingly, the original accountingbased P rob measures have slightly higher correlations with Bankrupt than their updated counterparts do (0.09 and 0.09, respectively). This finding is surprising since the P rob u measures are based on much more current data compared to the original P rob measures.
Overall, the correlations between the P rob measures and Bankrupt are relatively low and indicate that their performance in our statistical tests may be limited.
As expected, the Pearson correlations in Table 4 show that all of the P rob measures are positively correlated with each other. BSM-P rob has a higher correlation with Z-P rob
and O-P rob (0.43 and 0.39, respectively) than with Z-P rob u and O-P rob u (0.10 and 0.21, respectively). The highest correlation among any two PB measures is between Z-P rob and O-P rob (0.65), and the lowest correlation is between BSM-P rob and Z-P rob u (0.10). While the market-based and accounting-based PB estimates are positively correlated with each other, the moderate magnitudes of the correlations suggest that each PB measure may be reflecting different information about the probability of bankruptcy. One area in which the accounting-based measures clearly differ from BSM-P rob is that they do not include a measure of volatility, which is a key component of BSM-P rob.
Methodology 4.1 Testing Procedures
We use relative information content tests to compare the amount of bankruptcy-related information contained in each of the five bankruptcy measures. Relative information tests examine whether one variable (or set of variables) provides more total information compared to another variable (or set of variables). Relative tests are appropriate when rankings by total information content are desired, as in this study. The relative information tests are based on how well each PB measure explains the variation in the actual probability of bankruptcy using a discrete hazard model. As explained below, the discrete hazard model is particularly well-suited for bankruptcy data and offers a number of econometric advantages.
We use a logit-based version of the Vuong (1989) test to statistically compare the log likelihood statistics of the five non-nested discrete hazard models. 10 An important advantage of using statistical tests to compare model performance is that it allows us to determine whether differences in performance are statistically significant. Such determinations are not possible using prediction-oriented tests. We believe that this is the first study to compare the performance of alternative bankruptcy measures using relative information content tests.
Contrary to our approach, many prior studies in the bankruptcy literature rely on 14 prediction-oriented tests to distinguish between alternative statistical models and/or different groups of explanatory variables. These tests involve determining a cutoff value that is used to classify which firms are expected to remain solvent and which are expected to declare bankruptcy within a particular (typically one-year) time-horizon. Prediction accuracy is assessed by comparing the total Type I and II error rates for each alternative specification, and the model with the lowest total error rate is deemed the best.
We forego using prediction-oriented tests for several reasons. First, while the prediction error testing methodology presumes a dichotomous decision context, we believe that a decision-maker will more typically make a continuous decision choice. For example, loan officers determine which interest rate to charge on a particular loan, and that interest rate will vary (implicitly or explicitly) with the estimated probability of bankruptcy. Second, the prediction error methodology assumes that the costs of each type of classification error are equal. For instance, this method implies that a regulator will decide whether or not to take over a firm without taking into consideration that the cost of allowing a failing firm to continue may be many times greater than the cost of shutting down a solvent firm. Changing the relative Type I and Type II error costs can result in a different ranking of the models.
Since error costs will vary with the decision context, it is not clear what can be concluded from tests that assume a fixed ratio of error costs.
More importantly, we believe that examining classification error rates is not an appropriate method to test the accuracy of probability estimates. To see this, consider the approach taken in Begley, Ming, and Watts (1996) for assessing the accuracy of the PB estimates based on the Ohlson (1980) model. A firm is predicted to declare bankruptcy if the estimated PB is greater than 3.8% and is predicted to remain solvent otherwise. Thus, a prediction error is deemed to occur if a firm with an ex ante PB estimate of 5% does not go bankrupt, even though the firm was expected to survive with a 95% probability. The 5% PB estimate for a firm that does not subsequently file for bankruptcy could reasonably be considered a successful prediction of solvency, rather than as an unsuccessful prediction of bankruptcy.
Whether or not a single firm declares bankruptcy ex post does not provide evidence about whether the ex ante 5% estimate was an accurate reflection of the true probability.
Relying on ex post outcomes to assess the accuracy of an ex ante probability estimate of 5% is only feasible when there are many firms that each had an estimated PB of approximately 5%. In such a case, one could compare whether the actual, ex post, percentage of firms that declared bankruptcy was significantly different from the ex ante 5% estimate. However, given the historically low annual bankruptcy rates (about 1% per year on average) and the small total number of bankruptcies available, this approach is impractical. For these reasons, we rely on statistical information content tests to assess the alternative PB estimates.
Discrete Hazard Model
We use a discrete hazard model to assess how well each PB measure explains the actual probability of bankruptcy in our sample. Perhaps a more typical choice would be to use a logit (or probit) model that only includes one firm-year observation for each firm (Ohlson (1980) ). In such "single-period" models, one firm-year observation for each non-bankrupt firm is randomly selected from the available firm-years. For bankrupt firms, the firm-year immediately prior to the bankruptcy filing is (non-randomly) selected. The ordinary logit model has the following form where p is the actual probability of bankruptcy, ® is a constant, X is a vector of explanatory variables, and β is the coefficient vector:
There are two econometric problems with the single-period logit approach: (1) a sample selection bias that arises from using only one, non-randomly selected observation per bankrupt firm, and (2) a failure to model time-varying changes in the underlying or baseline risk of bankruptcy that induces cross-sectional dependence in the data. Shumway (2001) demonstrates that these problems can result in biased, inefficient, and generally inconsistent coefficient estimates, and Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998) show that the standard errors will be understated.
Following the suggestion in Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998) 
The discrete hazard estimator differs from ordinary logit in two important aspects: (1) the subscript t reflects the use of multiple firm-year observations for each firm i, and (2) it includes a time-varying baseline hazard rate, ®(t). The inclusion of all available firmyear observations in the hazard model eliminates the sample selection bias discussed above.
Including multiple observations for the same firm in the regression can result in understated standard errors. To correct for this effect, we report Huber-White standard errors that are robust to both serial correlation and heteroskedasticity (Rogers (1993) ). In addition, using all available firm-years will result in more efficient coefficient estimates since all available data will be used in their estimation.
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Fluctuations in the baseline hazard rate will cause observations to be correlated crosssectionally across time. For example, the baseline hazard rate for bankruptcy will be higher during a recession and lower during an economic expansion. This temporal dependence can result in understated standard errors (overstated t-statistics) in a logit model. The discrete hazard model mitigates this problem by incorporating a time-varying baseline hazard rate in the regression model. Ideally, the hazard rate is incorporated by including the system-level variables, such as macro-economic factors, that cause the temporal dependence in the data.
We proxy for the baseline hazard with the economy-wide bankruptcy rate over the previous year, AnnualRate. AnnualRate is the number of corporate bankruptcies divided by the total number of firms in our sample over the previous 12 months, expressed as a percentage. For these reasons, our statistical methodology should yield unbiased and consistent coefficients and standard errors.
For the discrete hazard model to yield reliable results, the independent variables have to be in a form that is consistent with the model's underlying assumptions. Since independent variables in the form of probabilities, such as BSM-P rob, are not consistent with the discrete hazard model (in addition to logit and probit models), we transform BSM-P rob, into a "score" form using the inverse logistic function, so that BSM-Score = ln ¡ BSM-P rob 1−BSM-P rob ¢ .
As BSM-P rob approaches zero (one), BSM-Score approaches negative (positive) infinity.
Including such extremely large (absolute) values in the regression will cause very large standard errors and result in low likelihood values. To avoid these statistical problems, we winsorize the sample so that the minimum (maximum) value of BSM-P rob equals 0.00001 (0.99999). This winsorization causes the minimum (maximum) BSM-Score value to be -11.51292 (+11.51292). To be consistent, we also winsorize the accounting-based Scores using the same cut-off points. The winsorization process affects 5.3%, 2.2%, 1.1%, 0.1%, and 39.0% of the Z-Score, Z-Score u , O-Score, O-Score u , and BSM-Score estimates, respectively. The qualitative results reported in Tables 5 -8 below are robust to using several alternative winsorizing cutoff points.
Analysis and Results
Our primary analysis compares the relative information content of BSM-Score and the four accounting-based PB measures: Z-Score, Z-Score u , O-Score, and O-Score u . We estimate five separate discrete hazard models using the economy-wide rate of bankruptcy over the previous twelve months, AnnualRate, as the proxy for the baseline hazard rate. The results of these analyses are presented in Table 5 .
In all five models, AnnualRate is positive and significant at the 1% level. This finding demonstrates that the baseline hazard rate provides significant incremental information beyond that provided by each of the five PB measures. These results are consistent with a time-varying underlying bankruptcy hazard reflecting the general macroeconomic condi-tions that cause cross-sectional dependence among the observations. Previous bankruptcy research has not examined this important factor. O-Score is significant at the 1% level. These findings are inconsistent with Begley, Ming, and Watts (1996) , who conclude that researchers should use the original Ohlson coefficients rather than their updated coefficients.
In contrast to the Ohlson model results, Table 5 shows that Z-Score outperforms ZScore u . This finding is surprising for two reasons. First, we expect that using coefficients estimated using more recent data should provide a better fit compared to using coefficients based on a small data set from decades earlier. Table 5 shows that the market-based measure, BSM-Score, outperforms the best accountingbased measure, O-Score u . The difference between the two measures' log likelihood statistics is 103 (-3,831 vs. -3,728) . An unreported Vuong test shows that this difference is significant at the 1% level. Additionally, the pseudo-R 2 for the BSM-Score model (0.12) is 20% larger than for the O-Score u model (0.10) and is twice as large as the pseudo-R 2 for the worstperforming model, Z-Score u (0.06). These results suggest that researchers can increase the power of their tests by using BMS-P rob instead of Z-Score or O-Score as their proxy for the probability of bankruptcy.
As discussed in the Introduction, we believe that the asset volatility component of BSM-P rob is most responsible for its superior performance. There are no variables measuring volatility in either of the accounting-based models. Another factor contributing to BSM-P rob's superior performance is that because it is based on market prices, BSM-P rob reflects the market's broader set of information about the probability of bankruptcy. In addition, the non-linear functional form of BSM-P rob is derived from an option-pricing model while the accounting-based models are ad hoc and empirically driven. The other primary component of BSM-P rob is a market-based leverage ratio. A similar leverage variable is included in the Altman (1968) model. 12 Despite including this market-based variable, both Z-Score and Z-Score u perform quite poorly. This finding suggests that using a market-based leverage variable is not driving BSM-P rob's superior performance.
Despite its superior performance relative to the accounting-based models, the pseudo-R 2 for the BSM-Score is relatively low at 0.12, indicating that much of the out-of-sample variation in the probability of bankruptcy is driven by factors outside of the BSM model.
One possible explanation for this result is that in estimating PB over the following year, we have implicitly assumed that all firm's liabilities mature in one year. This assumption is clearly violated in practice. We assess the importance of this assumption by examining two alternative specifications of BSM-Score. In the first specification, the default point X is set equal to current liabilities. In the second specification, X is set equal to current liabilities plus one-half of long-term liabilities, which is the assumption used in Vassalou and Xing (2003) .
Lowering the default point will mechanically reduce the PB estimates. Untabulated results indicate that the performances of these two alternative specifications are similar but slightly weaker than the results discussed above. None of the specifications allows for variation in the duration of liabilities. To the extent the true PB is correlated with the duration of the firm's liabilities, the performance of BSM-Score will be reduced.
The BSM model assumes that if the value of the firm's assets is less than its total liabilities at time T , (V A (T ) < X), the firm simultaneously defaults, declares bankruptcy and costlessly turns control over to the bondholders. Accordingly, BSM-P rob measures the probability that V A (T ) < X. In practice, bankruptcy does not always occur when this economic condition is met. Frictions in the bankruptcy process, such as violations of strict priority and deadweight costs, can lead to forced debt renegotiations that do not entail a 20 formal bankruptcy filing. The firm can also avoid an immediate bankruptcy filing by meeting its current obligations if some of its liabilities are due at a later date. On the other hand, some firms will file for bankruptcy when they are economically solvent, i.e., V A (T ) > X. Firms will strategically enter into bankruptcy "early" to break unfavorable contracts and protect themselves from litigation. Additionally, short term liquidity constraints can prevent the firm from meeting its obligations even though its total liabilities are less than the market value of assets. To the extent that these situations occur, the empirical performance of BSM-Score will be reduced because these possibilities are not incorporated into the BSM model.
It may also be that errors in measuring the BSM model's input variables reduce BSMScore's empirical performance. For example, the expected market return on assets and expected level of volatility should be used in eq. 5 to calculate the probability of bankruptcy.
These expected values are measured with error since they are estimated using historical data. Thus, both model mis-specifications and measurement errors will tend to reduce BSM-Score's ability to explain the probability of bankruptcy.
Additional Relative Information Content Tests
While the results in Table 5 show that BSM-Score significantly outperforms the four accounting-based PB measures, the original models may not extract all of the available PBrelated information. Results in Platt and Platt (1991) suggest that additional PB information can extracted by adjusting the PB measures for industry effects. We investigate whether industry-adjusting alters the relative performance of the five PB measures. We use the Fama and French (1997) industry groupings to divide the sample into the forty-four industries that are described in Table 1 , Panel B. We decompose each variable into the prior year's industry mean (IM) and its deviation from the industry mean (ID).
Before comparing the relative information content of the decomposed models, we examine whether the decomposition is effective by comparing the performance of each industryadjusted model to its aggregated counterpart. The results from unreported Vuong tests in-dicate that industry-adjusting the O-Score and O-Score u models successfully increases their performance (significant at the 5% level), but is only moderately successful for the BSMScore model (significant at the 10% level). The results for the industry-adjusted Z-Score and Z-Score u models show no significant improvements and suggest that the decomposition is unlikely to substantially increase their performance.
The results for the industry-adjusted models are presented in Table 6 In Panel B of Table 6 , we examine whether the combination of the accounting-based IM and ID variables collectively outperforms the aggregate BSM-Score model. This analysis allows us to assess whether the decomposition increases each accounting model's performance vis-a-vis the aggregate market-based measure. The z -statistics from the Vuong tests indicate that BSM-Score provides significantly more information than each combination of the industry-adjusted accounting-based measures at the 1% level. 13 Thus, our conclusion from Table 5 that the market-based BSM-Score outperforms the four accounting-based measures continues to hold even after they are industry-adjusted.
Another potential method to extract additional PB-related information from the PB measures is to decompose the end-of-year t-1 level of the predictor variable into its beginningof-year t-1 level and year t-1 annual change (Dambolena and Khoury (1980) ). This decomposition reduces the sample size to 65,627 firm-year observations. Similar to above, we first examine whether the decomposition is effective by comparing the performance of each lagged level and changes model to its aggregated current levels counterpart, where both models are 22 estimated using the reduced sample. The results from unreported Vuong tests indicate that none of the decomposed models performs significantly better than the corresponding aggregated models. These results suggest this decomposition is unlikely to substantially increase the performance of the bankruptcy measures.
To investigate whether the superiority of BSM-Score continues to hold after this decomposition, Table 7 , Panel A reports the results of regression models that include both the beginning-of-year levels (t-1) and changes (∆) for each PB measure. The results show that both the t-1 and ∆ predictor variables are positive and statistically significant at the 1% level in each regression model. Additionally, the magnitudes of the coefficients are similar to those reported in Table 5 , with the exception of Z-Score u . Comparing the relative performance of the five models, Panel A shows that the decomposition has not altered the relative information content rankings from Tables 5 and 6 . This finding is not surprising since the decompositions did not result in any significant increases in performance. The BSM-Score model is the best overall model, and an unreported Vuong test shows that it significantly outperforms the best accounting model, O-Score u , at the 1% level.
We next examine whether the decomposed accounting-based variables contain more information than just the end-of-year t-1 level of BSM-Score. The z-statistics from the Vuong tests are reported in Panel B of Table 7 and indicate that by itself, BSM-Score provides more information than the combined lagged levels and changes of the four accounting-based models. The differences in performance are significant at the 1% level for the Z-Score, Z-Score u and O-Score models and is significant at the 5% level for the O-Score u model. Thus, our finding that the market-based BSM-Score outperforms the four accounting-based
Score variables continues to hold even after we disaggregate them into their lagged levels and changes components.
Incremental Information Content Tests
The results presented in Table 4 show that the correlations between BSM-P rob and the accounting-based PB measures, while positive, are relatively moderate in magnitude. The low correlations suggest that the PB measures may be capturing different information about the probability of bankruptcy. To assess whether the accounting-based measures reflect PB information beyond that contained in BSM-P rob, we examine the incremental information content of the four accounting-based Scores using regression models that also include BSMScore and AnnualRate.
The results of these regressions are presented in Table 8 . In each model, BSM-Score is positive and significant at the 1% level, and the coefficient magnitudes are similar across the four models. Additionally, all four of the accounting-based Score variables are positive and significant at the 1% level. Unreported Vuong tests indicate that each combined model contains significantly more information (at the 1% level) compared to the BSM-Score model from Table 5 . Thus, each accounting-based Score variable provides a significant amount of additional information about the probability of bankruptcy beyond that contained in BSMScore. Table 8 shows that the combined O-Score u and BSM-Score model produces the largest log likelihood statistic (-3,592) and pseudo-R 2 (+0.16). Adding O-Score to the BSM-Score model results in the second best model (-3,592 and +0.15, respectively) . An unreported Vuong test shows that the difference in performance is significant at the 1% level. Therefore, O-Score u adds significantly more incremental information to BSM-Score compared to OScore.
The results in Table 8 indicate that BSM-Score fails to reflect all of the PB information contained in the accounting-based variables. There are several possible explanations for why the accounting-based Scores are incrementally informative to BSM-Score. One possibility is that the incremental information provided by the accounting-based PB measures is correlated with measurement errors in the proxies for the BSM input variables. The accounting-based Scores may also be correlated with mis-specifications in the BSM model that are caused by its restrictive assumptions. Furthermore, many debt covenants are based on accounting numbers. Core and Schrand (1999) use an option-pricing framework to show how equity valuation will be affected by the presence of accounting-based debt covenants. Since these covenant effects are not captured by the BSM model, its effectiveness will be reduced.
Another possibility is that the stock markets are not fully efficient in that they fail to incorporate all of the PB information contained in the financial statements. We leave it to future research to determine why the accounting-based measures contain incremental PB information.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper uses a comprehensive bankruptcy database and the discrete hazard rate methodology to compare the relative information content of measures of the probability of bankruptcy based on the Altman (1968), Ohlson (1980) , and Black-Scholes-Merton models. Our results demonstrate that the market-based BSM-P rob provides significantly more information about the probability of bankruptcy than do either of the popular accountingbased measures. This conclusion is robust to various modifications of the Z-and O-Scores, including the use of updated coefficients based on our sample, adjusting for industry effects, and separating the measures into their lagged level and changes components.
Our results suggest that researchers should use BSM-P rob instead of the traditional accounting-based measures as a proxy for the probability of bankruptcy. In addition to its superior empirical performance, the theory-based BSM-P rob provides researchers with a number of advantages that are not available when the traditional accounting-based measures are used. Since it is based on market prices, BSM-P rob can be estimated at any point in time for any publicly-traded firm regardless of the time period and industry. Our results indicate that incorporating industry and firm-specific time effects does little to alter the performance of BSM-P rob. Additionally, while this paper follows the general practice of assessing the probability of bankruptcy over a one-year time horizon, researchers may require a PB estimate for a different time horizon. BSM-P rob is easily modified to compute the probability of bankruptcy over any time horizon by changing the time parameter T in eq. 5.
In contrast, accounting-based PB measures are based on coefficients estimated in a first-stage regression, and thus, the estimates depend on the characteristics of the first-stage sample.
Finally, unlike accounting-based models that are specific to a single set of accounting rules (country), BSM-P rob can be consistently estimated across accounting regimes (countries), and thus facilitates intertemporal (international) comparisons. Consequently, BSM-P rob provides researchers with a significant amount of flexibility in their research designs that is not available using accounting-based measures.
An important question is whether the additional explanatory power of BSM-P rob is substantial enough to result in different conclusions for research studies that incorporate PB proxies as explanatory variables. We are aware of one research question that has been studied using both types of PB measures. Using Z-Score and O-Score, Dichev (1998) unexpectedly finds a negative association between returns and the probability of bankruptcy. However, using a different implementation of BSM-P rob, Vassalou and Xing (2003) find that, consistent with economic theory, stock returns are positively associated with the probability of bankruptcy. These disparate findings suggest that the choice of which PB measure to use is economically important as it can alter a study's conclusions. Since our findings indicate that BSM-P rob is a more powerful PB proxy, we recommend that researchers use it in their studies.
Our research opens the opportunity to explore the role of bankruptcy risk using a more powerful tool. Our results in conjunction with those in Vassalou and Xing (2003) suggest that prior findings in the literature that are based on accounting-based PB measures may require re-examination given their relatively low performance in our study. The relation between bankruptcy risk and the pricing of loans and bonds, the likelihood of an adverse audit opinion, and earnings management are promising areas that could be investigated using BSM-P rob. Other studies, including Barth, Beaver, and Landsman (1998 ), Billings (1999 ), and Dhaliwal and Reynolds (1994 , have used bond ratings to proxy for the probability of bankruptcy. Bond ratings are based on both public information and private information conveyed to the rating agencies by firms. It remains an empirical question whether BSM-P rob represents a superior PB measure compared to bond ratings.
Appendix A: SAS Code to Calculate BSM-Prob
The following SAS code applies a PROC MODEL statement to calculate the probability of bankruptcy, BSM-P rob, following the methodology described in Section 2. We have modified the notation used in the text slightly to conform with SAS conventions that prohibit the use of subscripts and Greek letters. For equity volatility (sige), we compute a daily standard deviation of returns using CRSP data. In addition to Compustat variables, we set the risk-free rate (r) to the one-year t-bill rate, and time is one year.
As starting values for market value of assets (va) and asset volatility (siga), we use: va = x + ve ; siga = sige * ve / ( x + ve ) ; The dividend rate is computed as follows: divrate = ( data19 + data21 ) /( x + ve ) ; if divrate < 0 then divrate =. ; if divrate >1 then divrate =. ;
STEP 1: Simultaneously estimate va and siga proc model data= indata MAXERRORS=1 noprint ; by gvkey year ; bounds 0 < va siga; eq.call = va * exp( -divrate * time )*probnorm(((log( va / x ) + time*( r -divrate + siga * siga / 2 ))) / ( siga * sqrt(time))) -x * exp( -r * time ) * probnorm((( log( va / x ) + time*( r -divrate -siga * siga / 2))) / ( siga * sqrt(time))) + (1 -exp( -divrate * time )) * va -ve ; eq.hedge = ( siga * va * exp( -divrate * time ) / ve ) * probnorm ((( log(va / x) + time * ( r -divrate + siga * siga / 2 ))) / ( siga * sqrt(time))) -sige ; solve va siga / out = bsmdata maxiter =50 maxsubit =20 ; id gvkey year r data19 data21 divrate x ve sige va siga ; run ; STEP 2: Compute mu proc sort data=bsmdata ; by gvkey year ; run ; data bsmdata ; set bsmdata ; gvkeylag = lag(gvkey) ; yearlag = lag(year) ; tempvar = lag(va) ; if (gvkey = gvkeylag) and (year = yearlag + 1) then valag = tempvar ; else valag = . ; mu = (va + data19 + data21 -valag) / valag ; if mu < r then mu = r ; if mu >1 then mu =1 ; if valag = . then mu = . ;
STEP 3: Compute the probability of bankruptcy, bsmprob if _errors_ = 0 then bsmtemp1 = ((log(va / x) + time * ( mu -divrate -siga * siga / 2))) / (siga * sqrt(time)); if _errors_ = 0 then bsmprob = 1-probnorm(bsmtemp1) ;
STEP 4: To compute and winsorize bsmscore bsmtemp2 = bsmprob / (1 -bsmprob) ; bsmscore = log(bsmtemp2) ; if bsmprob < 0.00001 then bsmscore = -11.51292 ; if bsmprob > 0.99999 then bsmscore = 11.51292 ; if bsmprob = . then bsmscore = .; drop _type_ _mode_ _errors_ tempvar bsmtemp1 bsmtemp1 ; run ;
Notes 11 While both the discrete hazard model and the method used to estimate the updated Z-Score u and O-Score u coefficients incorporate multiple firm-year observations, the latter method excludes a proxy for the baseline hazard rate. We do not include a hazard rate variable because it is not included in the original models. a The signs of the original coefficients have been changed so the Z-Score is increasing in the probability of bankruptcy. All of the coefficients except S/TA have been multiplied by 100 since, unlike Altman (1968) , we define all of our variables as ratios. Altman (1968) O-Prob is the probability of bankruptcy derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Ohlson (1980) . Z-Prob u is the probability of bankruptcy based on the variables in Altman (1968) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach.
O-Prob u is the probability of bankruptcy based on the variables in Ohlson (1980) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach. BSM-Prob is the estimated probability of bankruptcy based on the Black-Scholes-Merton model. Z-Prob is derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Altman (1968) . The Z-Score is converted into a probability using the logistic function.
AnnualRate is the economy-wide percentage rate of corporate bankruptcies among publicly-traded firms over the previous twelve months.
Based on 78,100 non-bankrupt firm-years including 756 initial bankruptcies. O-Prob is the probability of bankruptcy derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Ohlson (1980) . Z-Prob u is the fitted probability of bankruptcy based on the variables in Altman (1968) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach.
O-Prob u is the probability of bankruptcy based on the variables in Ohlson (1980) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach.
BSM-Prob is the estimated probability of bankruptcy based on the Black-Scholes-Merton model.
Bankrupt is an indicator variable that equals one if the firm declares bankruptcy in the four to sixteen months following the firm's fiscal year end, and zero otherwise.
Table 4: Correlation Matrix
Pearson correlations are below the diagonal and Spearman correlations are above the diagonal.
Z-Prob is derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Altman (1968) . The Z-Score is converted into a probability using the logistic function. AnnualRate is the economy-wide percentage rate of corporate bankruptcies among publiclytraded firms over the previous twelve months. BSM-Score is the bankruptcy score based on the Black-Scholes-Merton model where BSM-Prob is transformed into a bankruptcy score using the inverse logistic function. Z-Score is derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Altman (1968) .
The dependent variable is an indicator variable that equals one if the firm declares bankruptcy in the four to sixteen months following the firm's fiscal year end, and zero otherwise.
Score variables are winsorized so that the minimum (maximum) value is -11.51292 (+11.51292). O-Score is derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Ohlson (1980) . O-Score u is the bankruptcy score based on the variables in Ohlson (1980) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach.
Z-Score u is the bankruptcy score based on the variables in Altman (1968) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach. O-Score -industry mean and deviation versus BSM-Score: O-Score u -industry mean and deviation versus BSM-Score:
ID is the variable's deviation from the prior year's industry mean. O-Score is derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Ohlson (1980) . O-Score u is the bankruptcy score based on the variables in Ohlson (1980) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach. AnnualRate is the economy-wide rate of corporate bankruptcies among publicly-traded firms over the previous twelve months. BSM-Score is the bankruptcy score based on the Black-Scholes-Merton model where BSM-Prob is transformed into a bankruptcy score using the inverse logistic function. Z-Score is derived from the variables and coefficient estimates of Altman (1968) .
Z-Score u is the bankruptcy score based on the variables in Altman (1968) . Updated coefficients are estimated in a logit regression including multiple firm-year observations based on an expanding rolling window approach.
Discrete Hazard Regression of Multiple Bankruptcy Scores on Bankruptcies the Following Year.
